Snapdocs eVault

A modern eVault, built from the ground up for
the mortgage industry

Today, eNotes are the single most valuable aspect of digital
closings. But the eNote workflow is still so cumbersome
that very few lenders actually do them. Snapdocs eVault
reimagines vault technology and the workflows around them
so lenders can effectively implement eNotes and rapidly scale
them across their portfolio.
Snapdocs eVault is a modern, easy-to-use solution built from

Benefits
Instantly implement eNote at your
organization
Effectively scale eNotes across your
loan portfolio
Accelerate your post-closing,
servicing & secondary market
processes

the ground up. Combined with Snapdocs Digital Closing
Platform it provides a completely turn-key eNote solution for
mortgage lenders. This allows you to realize the benefits of
eNote - increased operational efficiency, reduced risk, better
accuracy and control of loan collateral, and more - without
being stalled by complex implementations and technology
that doesn’t truly solve your challenges.
At Snapdocs, we’re connecting all of the participants in a
real estate transaction together to create the perfect closing
experience. Snapdocs eVault is the next investment in our
digital closing platform required to achieve this vision. By
expanding upon the connectivity we’ve already built for
closings, Snapdocs eVault allows us to seamlessly connect
more participants in the mortgage industry and accelerate
transactions throughout the life of the loan.

Features
Seamless eNote experience for
borrowers
Interoperable with existing eVault
technology
Efficiently manage eNotes from
inside your LOS
Open, developer-friendly APIs for
limitless integration options
Modern design with an easy-to-use
interface and efficient workflows
Seamlessly connects your postclosing & secondary market
partners

eNotes Made Easy

Snapdocs is simplifying the mortgage closing process. As the provider of the industry’s leading mortgage platform, Snapdocs
provides 130,000+ real estate professionals with a pragmatic, proven path to adopt digital closings and create a single,
scalable process online for every transaction. The company powered more than 13% of all U.S. residential mortgages in the
last 12 months and is backed by prominent investors including YC Continuity, Sequoia Capital, F-Prime Capital and Founders
Fund. To learn more, please visit snapdocs.com.
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